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 WAC Lighting retains the right to modify the design of our products at any time as part of the company's continuous improvement program. 

 

Installation Statement：  

1. Read all instructions before installing. 

2. System is intended for installation by a qualified electrician； 

3. To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock and injuries to persons, turn off power at main switch before installing or 

modifying the system. 

4. In accordance with the National Electric Code and local regulations. 

5. Suitable for both indoor and outdoor environment use； 

6. Retain instructions for future maintenance reference 。  

Luminaire Installation： 

1. Install luminaire： 

1-1. Use proper screws to fix the luminaire through mounting hole shows in Fig.1. 

1-2. Use inner hexagon spanner to adjust luminaire angle3:Angle adjustment: horizontal 0-330°; vertical +30°/-90° 

 

  

 

2. Wire Connecting and Luminaire Control: 

2-1. Connect luminaire wires well matched with （24V/DC）power supply. 

2-2. Luminaire can contact independent DC24V power supply, or connect universal DC24V power supply. 

 

 
 

 

Caution： 1. When the protective glass broke, must replace it instant.  

            2. When replace the protective glass, customer only able to choose glass provide by WAC. 
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 WAC Lighting retains the right to modify the design of our products at any time as part of the company's continuous improvement program. 

 

Installation Statement：  

1. Read all instructions before installing. 

2. System is intended for installation by a qualified electrician.  

3. To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock and injuries to persons, turn off power at main switch before installing or 

modifying the system. 

4. In accordance with the National Electric Code and local regulations. 

5. Suitable for both indoor and outdoor environment use.  

6. Retain instructions for future maintenance reference. 

Luminaire Installation： 

1. Install luminaire： 

1-1. Use proper screws to fix the luminaire through mounting hole shows in Fig.1. 

1-2. Use inner hexagon spanner to adjust luminaire angle3:Angle adjustment: horizontal 0-330°; vertical +30°/-90° 

 

  

 

2. Wire Connecting and Luminaire Control: 

2-1. Luminaire can contact independent DC24V power supply, or connect universal DC24V power supply; 

2-2. Put all luminaire into one control net, then control in according to request. 

 

  

 

Caution： 1. When the protective glass broke, must replace it instant.  

            2. When replace the protective glass, customer only able to choose glass provide by WAC. 
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